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MANAGING YOUR WEALTH TOGETHER

Summary
• Economic data is steadily recovering and the
market is ‘looking through’ this year’s
dreadful recession to a meaningful recovery
in growth and earnings next year. This may
be optimistic given a 'second wave' of
COVID infections in Europe and the dire
situation in the US and emerging economies.
• The ‘lower for longer’ interest rate and bond
yields narrative stretches out ever further,
quite likely for most of this decade.
• Equity markets have continued their
recovery, most notably the S&P500. The
FTSE is a considerable laggard to other
world markets and down by 20% YTD.
• A striking feature is the huge outperformance
of growth sectors (most notably technology)
over economically sensitive value sectors
(energy, industrials, financials)
• Political risk remains high and we expect
increasing market focus and volatility in the
lead up to the toxic US presidential election
in November. Brexit, as ever, is a dark cloud
hanging over UK assets.

• Gold finally broke through the US$2,000/oz
barrier last month before pulling back to
US$1850/oz, illustrating its volatility. Oil is
marking time around US$40/bl with little
upside.
• Government Bonds offer negligible yield
and little prospect of capital growth but we
still see opportunity in investment grade
corporate bonds, with spreads giving a
substantial yield pick-up whilst default risk
remain low.
• A tentative summer recovery in sterling
has been reversed by adverse Brexit
developments and it remains the weakest
major currency this year. The US dollar is
also coming under increased selling
pressure.
• The UK Commercial Property sector may
see several daily dealt ‘bricks and mortar’
funds gradually re-open, though not M&G
at this stage.
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Winter is Coming
Summertime is over, literally and metaphorically. The
‘easy money’ from the market rebound has been made
and we’ve now reached the difficult days that will test
the confidence of the markets. A second wave of the
pandemic, insipid economic recovery, renewed lockdown
measures, over-reliance on policy support, rising global
unemployment, the US election in November, Brexit,
expensive looking valuations, and our old friend ‘unknown
unknowns’ will all play their part in the ongoing narrative
as we enter the long, dark, days of winter. Not the most
cheerful of opening paragraphs I’ve ever written in truth
but (spoiler alert) maybe the last paragraph of my
conclusion will leave you in better heart.

Macro…a little better?
The world’s economists (those crazy guys) pump out a lot
of print, but it can be a bit tricky to get your head around it
some of the time. They certainly didn’t help by annualising
the dreadful falls we saw in the second quarter, so as to
make it appear at first glance that growth would fall by
around 33% for the whole year. In reality, it plummeted for
just those few months and has been tentatively recovering
ever since and global GDP growth in 2020 is likely to be
down by around 4.5%. Indeed, forecasts have been edging
up over the last couple of months but what has become
painfully apparent is the trade-off between economic growth
and public health. The easing of lockdown restrictions is
leading to an increase in infections, localised lockdowns are
necessary and we are battling the onset of a second wave
in the developed world at a time when parts of the
emerging world are still seeing increasing rates of infection
and deaths. There will be no return to anything like a normal
growth cycle until a vaccine is produced in sufficient
quantities for inoculation beyond just key workers and the
vulnerable, or else an extremely unlikely sea-change in
government policy and global adoption of ‘herd immunity’.

recovery so let's stick with that but in practice, the recovery
will not have a single shape, many companies, indeed some
whole industries, have thrived but others will disappear
altogether. Thank you, as always, to Schroders for providing
the current consensus forecast from the great and good.

Inflation….but just not yet?
There has been an important change of tack by the US
Federal Reserve Bank who, fearful of Japanese style
decades of deflation, will continue to target an inflation rate
of 2% but will now tolerate periods when it is above this
level (i.e. they will not raise interest rates) to compensate
for periods as now when it is well below. This signals that
interest rates will stay lower for even longer. Fed head
honcho Jerome Powell has said that Fed Funds will remain
at zero till at least the end of 2023 which paves the way
for similar rhetoric in Europe and the UK. On balance, this
is good news for equities and other risk assets, less so
for cash and bonds but only at the margin given that 2%
inflation and a stronger growth environment is still a long
way off. Nevertheless, it's a strong message to the financial
markets that Central Banks will continue to be very
supportive of growth and will tolerate even higher levels of
debt. Powell is effectively saying fill your boots, borrow now
because rates are staying super low and inflation will
reduce the debt in real terms when you pay it back.

I’m a broken record in pointing out the folly of taking
misplaced comfort in forecasts which are almost certainly
going to be wrong The Q2 data was ‘the worst ever’ by any
measurable standard but is already very old news and the
market is sanguine about where we go from here instead
of paying attention to what the drivers of future growth, the
Central Banks and Government, are saying and doing.
For now, the vague consensus is a 'Nike swoosh' shaped
GDP (%)
2020

GDP (%)
2021

CPI (%)
2020

CPI (%)
2021

Global Economy

-4.7

5.2

1.6

2.1

China

1.7

7.9

2.7

1.9

Japan

-5.1

2.5

-0.2

0.1

US

-5.3

4.0

0.8

1.8

EU

-8.1

5.9

0.4

1.1

UK

-9.2

5.9

0.8

1.3
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demand and all other countries and their bond markets are
in the same boat. More significantly there is an ‘uneconomic
buyer’ with shedloads of Gilts being bought by the Bank of
England through its QE programme. In effect, the Bank of
England is using monetary policy to fund the fiscal policy that
is keeping us all afloat. The concept of the Bank of England
buying bonds in the market that have been newly issued by
the UK Treasury's Debt Management Office does seem a
strange and uncomfortable one, the sort of convenient
financial balancing act that works very well until it doesn’t,
at which point plates are smashed all over the floor.

In the nearer term, we continue to believe that the major
problem for the global economy is currently deflation, not
inflation, but that the change in stance by the Fed certainly
increases the potential for inflation being significantly higher
at some point down the track. We have taken cautionary first
steps in building inflation protection into portfolios, noting our
long-held ‘safe haven’ Trojan and Ruffer funds in our lower
risk/reward Model Portfolios both have substantial positions
in gold and in US and UK index-linked bonds and the
introduction of Blackrock Gold & General in our higher risk
mandates. We remain vigilant rather than concerned, noting
that the economic handbook pointed to an inflationary
outcome from central bank expansion post the global
financial crisis. We think this time is different to the extent that
previous episodes of QE led to an inflation in asset prices,
whereas significant fiscal stimulus is directing money into the
real economy and could be an inflationary force.

Reducing debt is not the Government’s primary focus which
instead is to drive growth. Rishi flew a bit of a kite in the
press about raising taxation for the wealthy but that went
down like the proverbial lead balloon and no way will Boris
countenance any austerity for the masses/voters. Several
years of high borrowing can be easily supported by QE and
very low interest rates with the national debt plateauing at
over 100% of GDP quite comfortably. The ‘hopeful’ scenario
is that we will grow our way out of this debt. If in time the
wobbly tricycle of total public debt, the annual budget deficit
and the cost of serving that deficit looks like it is going to fall
over then some very difficult political decisions about
taxation and public spending will then have to be faced.

The Public Purse
The UK national debt soared past £2trn (and over 100%
of national income) for the first time in August provoking
fulmination in the media, much of it rather sensationalist
and ill-informed. Our great-grandchildren will probably not
be living on a diet of leaves and water to pay it off. I
discussed the topic in an iWire a few months ago so will
not risk boring you on this twice, save to point out the key
issue, namely that it is the ability to service the debt on an
ongoing basis that is more important in the medium term
than the actual size of the government debt itself.

Market Returns
The following chart, showing returns in local currency,
illustrates the strength of the market rebound but also how
divergent it has been. Wall Street has produced positive
returns for investors even in this cursed year, courtesy of its
30% weighting in the rampant technology sector, showing
that sector composition has been a more important driver
of markets than geography. The beleaguered FTSE has
had an absolute shocker with its high weighting in ‘old
economy’ energy, industrials and banks and burdened by

This massive debt and equally scary budget deficit (the annual
difference between government expenditure and income and
hence the amount the government borrows to balance the
books) is manageable because the cost of servicing the debt
is actually falling because bond yields are so low. There are still
willing buyers of Gilts because safe-haven assets remain in
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with lower cash levels, such as M&G, the wait will go on.
There will be much scrutiny as to whether valuations are
lowered on re-opening and whether existing holders rush
for the exits. Safe haven gold broke through the
US$2,000/oz barrier for the first time in August as the dollar
weakened and real interest rates remained firmly in negative
territory before falling sharply back towards US$1850/oz,
illustrating that it is a volatile asset class, not a one-way bet.
Oil marked time around US$40/bl and upside remains
limited in the face of weak demand and high stockpiles.

Brexit and the UK’s poor response to the pandemic.
Europe too has lagged, also held back by a lack of growth
companies in its stock market composition. In aggregate,
global markets appear to be pricing in a fairly robust
economic recovery and a manageable second wave of
infections, which gives room for disappointment.
The table shows returns broken down by asset class and
geography but this time in sterling, which has been a boost
for overseas markets as sterling remains the weakest of the
major currencies, noticeably against the euro and yen.
IA Sector Average

The following table, with data courtesy of the JPM Asset
Management Weekly Brief on September 28th, shows the
winners and losers in terms of industrial sector and style:

End Sept 2020 (%)

UK All Companies

-18.5

UK Equity Income

-22.8

MSCI Sectors

End Sept 2020 (%)

Europe ex-UK

0.6

Technology

23.3

North America

7.8

Consumer Discretionary

16.5

Japan

4.6

Telecoms

6.0

Asia Pacific ex-Japan

5.8

Healthcare

4.9

Global Emerging Markets

-1.6

Materials

2.3

UK Gilts

8.9

Consumer Staples

-0.1

UK Index-Linked Gilts

12.0

Industrials

-6.5

Sterling Corporate Bonds

4.3

Utilities

-9.5

Sterling Strategic Bond

2.8

Financials

-22.8

UK Direct Property

-3.5

Energy

-39.8

Data from FE Analytics

With the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors removing
the ‘material uncertainty’ clause from most UK commercial
property valuations, the door to re-opening the daily dealt
bricks and mortar funds is being unlocked, if not yet fully
opened. The funds with high cash levels of around 20%
have indicated their desire to re-open though, for those

MSCI World

0.0

Growth

16.1

Value

-15.2

Big winners and losers here. The share prices of growth
companies that will survive and ultimately thrive in the new
environment, predominantly in technology and healthcare,
have been rewarded with strong recoveries in their share
prices. If you’re scratching your head about consumer
discretionary then the answer is that half the sector is
made up of online retailing, Amazon in other words! The
market is continuing to penalise ‘value’ companies whose
business models are weaker and in more economically
sensitive sectors such as banks, energy, industrials, retail
and travel. There are bouts of heavy profit-taking in tech
and the odd short-lived revival in the value squad but until
a sustained recovery in global growth looks likely, and with
it rising interest rates and bond yields, growth looks set to
continue its decade long dominance overvalue.

Market Outlook….Be prepared
Our current world is full of contradictions, not least in UK
Government policy but that’s a story for another day. The
investment contradiction is massive and obvious, we’re in
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2021. Earnings forecast need to remain firm and companies
need to meet or exceed these estimates for markets to
remain in a bullish frame of mind, not least because equity
market valuations are now expensive. On balance, the
sentiment is already far less bullish as markets understand
the trade-off between economic growth and public health
as restrictions are lifted and the downward pressure this
places on earnings across many sectors.

Technophile or Technophobe?
The stock market has been very rational in rewarding
the winners (tech, healthcare) and pounding the losers
(energy, banks). But has this gone too far? As has been
frequently pointed out, Facebook, Apple, Amazon,
Microsoft and Google now account for 25% of the
composition of the S&P500 index and are up by third en
bloc for the year compared to an average fall of 5% for
the other 495 companies in S&P500. Nevertheless, tech
stocks had a rocky September with suggestions that
maybe bust is following boom. It has been well
documented that the market cap of Apple is now greater
than that of every company in the FTSE100 combined,
surely this can’t be right, a bell sounding at the top?
The massive tech companies have created virtuous circles
that will bring strong profit growth for many years ahead.
They were already growing much faster than the large
companies of the past, and this growth is likely to prove
less cyclical, because with ‘intellectual property’ as their
main raw material, they can grow without much additional
capital and have net cash, not debt, on their balance
sheets. The pandemic has accelerated this process with
much more economic activity and entertainment moving
online. These companies have scale and technological
advantage, maintaining dominance by buying any
competitors to their world, Facebook acquiring WhatsApp
and Instagram for example. The greatest risk to their
continued growth and dominance, and not a risk to be
underestimated, is government anti-trust regulation to
curtail their near monopolies and supposed abuse of their
powers. The questioning of the cyber barons on Capitol
Hill in July was particularly adversarial.

the middle of a pandemic, economic growth has cratered,
opening up economies is bringing the virus back but stock
markets, bar in the UK, have made a near full recovery.
How come? It’s pretty straight forward really, equity
markets are underpinned by the belief that Central Bank
and Government policy support remains firmly and
indefinitely committed to generate economic activity and
protect incomes and employment allowing the market to
pretty much ignore the deep recession in the anticipation
of a relatively robust recovery in growth and earnings next
year. Equities are also benefitting from a lack of alternative;
with no return from cash or government bonds and
meagre pickings in corporate credit they remain the only
asset class with the seductive promise of some capital
return. At some point, the markets will need to see
evidence of this but thus far, hope is enough and early
indications are that the corporate world is proving very
adept at adapting to the challenge with Q2 earnings easily
beating the (albeit) severely reduced forecasts.

That the tech companies are returning share price growth
well in excess of their earnings growth leads to a strong
argument that they are becoming over-valued. There are
two counterarguments. Firstly that they are vastly underreporting earnings and could easily ramp them up by
cutting down some of their R&D and acquisition cost.
Secondly, and more importantly, investors are
underestimating the impact of the super-low interest
rates on valuations, especially of the big growth
companies, notably tech. This is a touch head-scratching
and I'm not going to blind you with the science of earnings
yields and discounted cash flows, merely to point out that
ten years of quantitative easing have made traditional
parameters of valuation obsolete and, for now, the market
can realistically tolerate higher P/E levels. When interest
rates are so low, everything else looks cheap is the answer
in its simplest form.

Only time will tell if this proves to be wishful thinking and
the market direction in 2021 will increasingly be driven by
earnings growth, not ongoing policy support which is a
given, but can't, in itself, push water uphill forever. Indeed,
in the UK, Rishi’s new Job Support Scheme is far less
generous than the furlough scheme and aimed at
supporting successful businesses, not propping up failing
ones. FactSet is the Bible of US consensus earnings
forecast and currently projecting a fall of 18% in earnings
this year but back to the races with a 26% rebound in
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Fixed Income
The chart shows that Government Bonds, conventional
and linkers, have been the safest of havens this year,
posting strong returns. Since April though it has been
investment grade and High Yield corporate bonds which
have produced the best returns as spreads (the yield
pick-up over Gilts, in effect the risk premium) have
tightened sharply as risk assets recovered their nerve.
Policy intervention has been the biggest single driver of
bond yields. The ability of Central Banks to buy unlimited
quantities of government and corporate debt means yields
will remain anchored at super low levels for years to come
so we expect flatline returns and low volatility. The problem
for bond investors is that yields are so incredibly low that
they produce virtually no income or prospect of capital gain.
UK Gilts are negative up to 8 years with the 10-year paying
a paltry 0.20% and it’s the same elsewhere. US 10 Year
Treasuries are paying 0.70% and rates are negative across
much of Europe and in Japan. Government bonds are fast
becoming a liquidity play only, with their ability to add
diversification to multi-asset portfolios severely diminished.
The party will stop when interest rates eventually rise.
Valuations will suddenly look far more demanding and
multiples will contract. Rates will be rising because
economic activity is recovering, and the ‘value’ cyclical
and recovery industries such as energy, industrials,
miners and banks will have their time in the sun again.
Earnings growth will be widespread across the market,
not just in limited bastions so there will be no need to ‘pay
up’ for this exclusive growth anymore and at this point
tech stocks will appear over-priced. This is not likely to
happen any time soon; with interest rates anchored near
to zero for a few years yet then any big sell-off in tech
looks like a buying opportunity rather than an order to
man the lifeboats.

In this income starved world we see credit markets as an
attractive ‘halfway house’ for investors, especially in lower
risk/reward profiles as there is a far greater degree of comfort
in solvency and coupon payments from bonds than in
earnings expectations and slashed dividend payments from
equity where the risk of capital loss is far, far greater. It certainly
helps that Central Banks are significant buyers of corporate
credit as part of their QE programmes, protecting companies
from default and thus underpinning the asset class. The risk of
capital loss in credit is not so much the underlying yield rising
but spreads widening if investors become ‘risk off’ again.
Consequently, we prefer higher quality investment grade with
far less risk of default than in the seductive but riskier world of
High Yield, or junk, as it used to be called back in the day.
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Currencies

making a bit of a comeback over the summer, especially
against the dollar, but once Brexit entered stage right and
sterling tanked, leaving it as the weakest major currency
year to date.

The much-derided euro is now the currency of choice
following the announcement of an EU fiscal package
which for the first time involves debt mutualisation and
the promise of a unified rather than single country fiscal
policy in the future. The previously all conquering US dollar,
pre-eminent for a decade, is suffering from its loss of
‘carry’advantage following the huge fall in Treasury yields
along with a more general sense that the US is losing its
political and economic global leadership. Predictions of
the greenback's demise are premature, no other country
matches the dynamism of corporate America and the
unsurpassed scale and liquidity of the dollar bond market
make it a ‘go to’ safe haven currency. Sterling had been
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On you go, Sleepy Joe
I’m your yankee doodle dandy in a gold Rolls Royce,
I wanna be elected,
We're all gonna rock to the rules that I make,
I wanna be elected,
Any excuse to get a bit of glam rock in a newsletter I
guess but the Alice Cooper aficionados amongst you will
know that a later line is ‘we have problems in New York,
St. Louis, Philadelphia, Los Angles, Detroit, Chicago,
everybody has problems’ which rather sums up the state
of the US right now as the presidential election becomes
front and centre in the markets attention. So too the
elections to the Senate (currently with a Republican
majority) and the House of Representatives (Democrat
majority) which are key as a split Congress makes the
passing of major legislation far harder. Current polling is
very tight but a Democrat sweep of both houses which
could pave the way for radical change in the institutions of
government, most notably in producing a more liberal
Supreme Court, particularly so with the controversy over
the proposed new appointee staunch conservative Amy
Coney Barret following the death of liberal icon Ruth Bader
Ginsburg. What we do know is that the election will
become increasingly bitter and toxic, as was evident from
the first televised debate which was a national
embarrassment and disgrace. A major concern is that the
unique nature of a COVID election and its greatly
increased reliance on ‘mail-in’ (postal) voting could lead to
delays in the result being announced, and quite likely, even
the questioning of the legitimacy of this result.
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progressive reform not a widescale, radical re-shaping of
society and the economy. Think Sir Keir Starmer (our next
PM?), not Jeremy Corbyn.

The key electoral issues will be the Trump administration's
handling of the COVID crisis, the economy and law and
order. Trump’s approval ratings were at rock bottom in
the summer but have picked up somewhat as the health
numbers have improved and an economic recovery has
gained some traction, though he still trails Biden by
around 7% nationally and, critically, in the key ‘swing
states’ in the Electoral College. The issue for markets is
what a Biden Presidency will look like, especially if the
Democrats sweep both houses of Congress. Corporate
America would have more to worry about from a tax and
regulatory standpoint, though this could be balanced in
the eyes of the market by a less divisive domestic and
more constructive international agenda. Government
spending will rise and corporate taxes will be raised,
though probably only from 21% to 28% and not phased in
till 2022 as protecting the COVID economy remains the
main priority. As discussed previously, Biden is also likely
to be tougher on regulating the technology giants and to
reduce healthcare costs for individuals. He is also very
committed to cleaner ‘green’ energy policies whereas
Trump is a climate change denier and a great supporter of
the traditional US oil and gas industry. Biden and Harris
are not Sanders and Warren, so expect gradual and

Oh no, not again
Brexit. I seem to have spent my whole career writing about
it and now, amid the worst pandemic for a century and the
great upheaval in our daily lives here I am, still having to
write about it. The Government seems committed to the
bare bones of a treaty that could feel like a No-Deal exit
and the ‘Northern Ireland Question’ remains as insoluble
as ever. Boris seems to regard international treaties as an
inconvenience rather than binding in law and in doing so
diminishes the centuries long reputation of the UK as a
bastion of democracy and fair play. Good and honest
people to do business with, in other words, something
you think you’d wish to remain if you were just about to
embark on negotiating trade deals on your tod with the
rest of the world. International investors are voting with
their feet leaving sterling a structurally weak currency and
UK assets, in general, less desirable.

Conclusion….
Challenges, challenges
The author Philip Roth can be a difficult read sometimes
but his novel The Plot Against America about antiSemitism in the US in the 1940s was recently and
memorably televised and well worth a watch as the
evenings draw in and entertainment remains at a
premium. Roth describes history as being the
'relentlessly unforeseen' and that has been the story of
our lives this year. You will have noticed I included a few
question marks in my sector headings and you can
quite rightly say I should be giving you answers not
questions. However, coupling Roth’s description of
history with Voltaire’s dictum ‘doubt is not a pleasant
condition but certainty is absurd’ will give you the strong
message that we are flying in foggy skies for the
foreseeable future with too many unknowns about the
spread of the pandemic and the effect it will ultimately
have on the global economy.
Consequently, be prepared for market volatility with
some sharp falls, but my 40-year career in financial
markets has taught me one thing above all others, that it
pays to be optimistic. Financial Analytics would only
produce data for me back to 1986 when I was already
climbing the slippery pole but £10,000 invested in the
FTSE All-Share back then would be worth £180,000
today, double if I’d gone crazy and invested it in the
S&P500. And along the way, we've navigated the 1987
crash, 2000 dot.com bust, 2008 GFC and this year’s
pandemic. The lesson learned is to travel hopefully and
accept the turbulence along the way because you
always end up in the sunshine eventually.
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Our Changing World
of history and increasingly strong and aggressive
leaderships in China and Russia are looking to fill this void
and assume a global hegemony of their own.

We tend to concentrate in this newsletter on just the financial
metrics, bond yields, equity returns and all that jazz. I like to
throw in a bit about music and films and the footy every so
often to give us all a bit of a break from the heavy stuff but
I don’t often stray too far into politics and societal issues
because these are matters you wish to discuss with your
friends and family, not the bloke who writes about the stock
market. However, these ‘non-financials’ have become
increasingly important to the direction of the ‘financials’ ever
since 2008 and the COVID pandemic has brought them
front and centre to the point where their influence on
markets will be greater than ever before.

Our last decade has witnessed the creation of huge private
sector monopolies whose stock market values are greater
than the GDP of most countries in the world. It has been a
time of increasing anger at our 'haves and have nots'
society and rising intolerance and division in matters of race,
religion and social justice. It is also the beginning of a
generational divide between the baby-boomers who had
had it all (yep, that’s us) and the millennials saddled with the
debts of previous generations facing less opportunity in a
harsher world, who are far more cognisant of the damage
that decades of heavy industry and unabashed
consumerism has done to our environment (yep, that's our
kids). The generational divide is defining the COVID debate
because it is the older generation who are facing the health
risks but the younger who are facing the risks to their
education, jobs and to the freedoms and joy of a normal life.

Economic history is a series of cycles and we are entering
a new one. Post 1945 to the 1970s was a period of ‘Big
Government’ and commitment to social welfare with the
nationalisation of our major industries and the creation of
the NHS. This was brought to an end by the rampant,
destructive inflation of the 1970s leading to a rise of
capitalism and free markets, privatisation, and a much
smaller public sector as service industries replaced the
old, tired, non-competitive manufacturing industries like
car-making and the shipyards, the ironworks and the
mines. A shift to the right politically ushered in by Thatcher
and Reagan and the breakdown of communism in Eastern
Europe led to the rise of globalisation. Living standards
rose exponentially, it was the triumph of liberal
democracy….until it wasn’t. The great financial crisis was
the catalyst for change, not dramatically at the time but in
a slow moving, insidious way, enveloping and discrediting
free markets and ushering in an era of increasing financial
and social inequality and a rise in political nationalism. An
‘America First’ US President has rolled back eight decades
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Opening up the economy has increased the spread of
infection and led to the re-imposition of restrictions. Opinions
on the best way to tackle the pandemic are personal and as
such equally valid; whether we should concentrate solely on
eradicating COVID at any cost or whether, in Rishi's words,
we should ‘learn to live with the virus and live without fear’
and consider that the economic and societal damage, and
delay in treatment of other major diseases, resulting from the
restrictions is of greater long-term risk than COVID itself.
Maybe a more age-stratified approach is the answer,
shielding and prioritising the elderly and vulnerable but
allowing those under 60 to live more normal lives, following
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all COVID safety protocols of course but invigorating the
economy and building the immunity that ultimately will defeat
the pandemic. My concern is the increasing lack of empathy
with opposing views and consequent potential for the sort of
bitter division we saw with Brexit as the uplifting spirit of
compassion and community we felt in March and April ebbs
away. Trying to balance the risks to public and health against
those to the economy is a devilishly tricky see-saw,
Governments need to win the trust and confidence of their
citizens with rules that are well timed, proportionate,
necessary and clearly communicated. Some counties have
done this well, some haven’t…
The new era of ‘Big Government’ has returned out of
necessity, not as a result of a change in societal thinking
and the ballot box. If Governments hadn’t bailed us all out
then no-one else was going to. Margaret Thatcher once
said, ‘there is no such thing as society’ and David
Cameron talked of a ‘Big Society’ where local communities
did everything, presumably so the government didn’t have
to bother. I’m not a fan of either view. Governments have
underwritten huge parts of the economy and the corporate
world and now need to act in conjunction with businesses,
investors, households and the population at large to build a
fairer and more inclusive world for future generations. This
requires a more consensual, less strident, less adversarial,
more long-term, forward-thinking style of government. The
term ‘social contract’ falls in and out of favour with
politicians but surely now is the time for a new one, to
tackle the inequality of the haves and have nots, why many
key workers are so badly paid, the generational divide, and
the creation of a safety net for the poor and disadvantaged.
This is why the US election in November is so important,
and why our own government needs to demonstrate it is
fairly representing all levels of society.

energy technologies. These broad themes form the basis
of the ESG (Environmental Social and Governance)
principles which are increasingly underpinning how
corporations are managing their businesses and how
investment professionals are managing their client
portfolios. The long term structural trends that have been
accelerated by the pandemic will largely determine future
investment returns and within that, the winners will be the
companies that have the best environmental and social
profiles. ESG is increasingly integral to investment decision
making, either at a broader ‘responsible investing’ level or
with a more pro-active, targeted sustainable approach, as
with our own Positive Impact Portfolios which we feel will
become an increasingly important component of our
clients' investment strategies in the coming years.

The changing of cycles are often marked by periods of
great economic uncertainty and distress, such as the Great
Depression and in our lifetime the 3 million unemployed in
the UK in the early 1980s. In periods of structural change,
the losers are more visible than the winners and I wonder if
it is the same today. No-one wants to see wholesale closure
of businesses and a job market with little opportunity for
young workers but maybe one outcome of the pandemic
will be an upward shift in global productivity as, in
conjunction with game changing technology, a decade of
progress in working patterns and e-commerce has been
accelerated into six months and we are at the beginning of
an improvement in the structural drivers of long term
growth. There is plenty of logic to why technology and
healthcare companies have been huge winners in the stock
market this year and 'old industry' energy companies,
industrials and banks have been the losers.

I wrote in my conclusion to the main body of this newsletter
that one should always remain optimistic about long term
investment returns, even in the darkest times. I feel the
same about life and so will leave you with a quote from one
of our greatest poet laureates, Alfred Lord Tennyson

Hope smiles from the threshold of the year to come,
Whispering ‘it will be happier’

Written by
Rob Pemberton,
Investment Director
and James Tuson,
Investment
Manager

The COVID pandemic has forced us as individuals and as a
society to examine like never before, how we live now, and
how we wish our lives to be in the future. It has shown that
the world needs a new roadmap for the future, not just to
rebuild the global economy but to tackle social and racial
inequality and intolerance, the environment, climate
change, food and water security, and new alternative
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